NOTIFICATION

SUB: Resolution Approved By General Body in its Meeting Held on 16th & 17th February, 2020 – “PARENT HOSPITAL”- reg

In continuation to Indian Nursing Council Notification no. 1-5/2015-INC dated 16th June, 2015; the Council in its meeting held on 16th & 17th February, 2020 has clarified the position of “Parent hospital” as follows:

For a nursing institution (managed by trust) a “Parent Hospital” would be a hospital either owned and controlled by the trust or managed and controlled by a member of the trust. In case the owner of the hospital is a member of the trust that the hospital would continue to function as a “Parent Hospital” till the life of the nursing institution. The Undertaking would also be to the effect that the Member of the Trust would not allow the hospital to be treated “Parent / Affiliated Hospital” to any other nursing institution. The affidavit undertaking is to be submitted from the Member of the Trust.

The beds of Parent hospital shall be considered of one Unitary Hospital i.e. in same building/same campus. Further, the Parent Hospital shall be in the same State i.e. where the Institution is located.

Copy Forwarded to:

1. Registrar, All Universities offering and examining Nursing Programmes.
2. Registrar, State Nursing Councils
3. Principal, School / College of Nursing.
4. INC Website

(Lt Col (Dr) Sarvjeet Kaur)
Secretary